
ADVANCE BOOKING ESSENTIAL      MINIMUM AGE NORMALLY 16 YEARS

CANCELLATION POLICY: 
In the event of cancellation 15 days notice is required and any refund given is dependant on Denny Bros Supplies Ltd 
being able to resell the space. Denny Bros Supplies Ltd reserves the right to apply a £5 administration charge per class.
Denny Bros Supplies Ltd reserves the right to cancel any class and will endeavour to give 7 days notice except for in 
unforeseen circumstances. In the event of Denny Bros Supplies Ltd cancelling a class a full refund will be given.

Denny Bros
YOUR VERY OWN ONE STOP SHOP!                          ESTABLISHED 1945 

t (01284) 761171 

www.dennybrosshops.co.ukw

BEGINNERS GUIDE TO DRAWING       TUTOR - PAUL SEYMOUR
WEDNESDAY 25TH MARCH AND 1ST APRIL 2.00PM - 4.00PM (PLEASE BE PROMPT)

£30.00

This course tackles proportion, measuring, tonal values, seeing things as shapes, and other useful components 
of basic drawing skills. We will use mainly 2B pencils to start drawing simple everyday objects well, and 
learn the very basic elements of composition and rendering, so any drawing can look realistic and three 
dimensional. Short cuts and tips will be given plus some surprisingly easy ways to create and develop 
sketches and ideas. This course really is for those who say they cannot draw a straight line yet want to explore 
the artistic world.

Materials required:
HB and 2B pencils
A pad (or sheets) of cartridge drawing paper
130 / 150 gsm thickness approx, no smaller than A4 size 
A rubber
Pencil sharpener
A cheap dark coloured / black felt tip or flow pen 
to outline or strengthen finished pencil drawings

Further useful materials:
A small pack of charcoal, medium thickness or mixed 
Some thick rough grey paper for charcoal
A stick of chalk or white pastel or white pastel pencil 
Torchons – blending tool
Fixative spray to stabilise any charcoal / chalk drawing

We will provide:
Table easels, boards to rest paper on and masking tape.

15% discount available on art products for anyone booked on to the course.
Two uses permitted which expire at the end of the course.


